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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROJECT PRE-SCHOONER 

Project Pre-Schooner was a ser ies  of four 20-ton high 

explosive cratering detonations in basalt. Pre-Gchooner was  

fired in February 1964 on Buckboard Mesa at the Atomic 

Energy Commission' s Nevada Test Site. The purposc of 

Pre-Schooner was to  improve the knowledge of cratering in 

hard, dry, inert rock and to  provide data for use in the design 

of the 100-kt Schooner experiment. 

1.2 STRONG MOTION PROGRAM 

1.2.1 Objectives and Scope. The objectives of the strong 

mation program for the Pre-Schooner detonations were: 

(3) to  determine the magnitude and attenuation with range of 

peak transitory surface acceleration and displacement result- 

ing from low-yield cratering detonations; (b) t o  study the effect 

of depth of burst on the ground shock; and, ( c )  to obtain data 

for comparison with seismic phenomena resulting from a 

small-scale row charge experaiment. Three strong motion 

stations for each event were operated by the U. S. Coast and 

Geodetic Survey. The stations were located at ranges between 



600 and 2200 feet from ground zero. Time histories of three 

components of surf ace acceleration and surf ace displacement 

were recorded. 

1.2.2 Background. Shock-induced ground motions have been 

recorded by the U.S. Coakt and Geodetic Survey for  a number 

of nuclear detonations ranging in  yield f rom l e s s  than 1 kt to  

100 kt. The majority of these detonations were in alluvium o r  

tuff: however, data f rom single detonations i n  granite, bedded 
I 

salt, and basalt have also been obtained. All  of the nuclear 

detonations for  which ground motions have been recorded 

were contained shots with the exception of the 100-kt Sedan 

cratering experiment in alluvium and the 0.42-kt Danny Boy 

cratering event in Buckboard Mesa basalt. Analysis of the 

data from all these experiments has resulted i n  the following 

relationships for expressing maximum transitory surface 

earth particle motions in t e r m s  of yield (or charge weight), 

distance, and shot medium: 

a = KaW 0.54 R1.4 (1.1) 

and 

d = 0.0027 W 0.5R- 1.2 (1.2) 

where 

a = peak'maximum surface acceleration in g1 s 



ka = a constant depending on medium at shot point and 
recording station 

W = yield in tons 

R = range in km 

d = peak maximum surface displacement in cm 

The results of Danny Boy and Sedan do not establish whether 

or not cratering shots a re  significantly different from fully 

contained shots in the relative amount of seismio energy 

coupled into the earth. The close-in data from Sedan falls 

generally within the gcatter of the data from cofitained shots. 

Only t h e e  strong motion stations were operated on Danny Boy. 

The data abtained from these stations are shown on Figures 1.1 

and 1.2 together with curves of predicted ground motions 

based on Equations (1.1) and (1.2). 

Fig. 1.1 Maximum earth particle acceleration vs. distance 
for Project 1.4, Danny Boy. 
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Fig. 1.2 Maximum earth particle displa~ement vs. distance 
for Project 1.4, Danny Boy. 



CHAPTER 2 

DESCRIPTION OF  EXPERIMENT 

2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION 

The origin of the Buckboard Mesa basalt was a Quaternary 

flow from a vent in the  vicinity of a cinder cone northwest of 

the Pre-Schooner sites. The basalt-capped mesa r i s e s  from 

400 feet above the surrounding ground on the south end of the 

flow t o  only 80 feet above the surrounding ground on the north 

end. The thickness of the basalt ranges f rom 50 2 0  80 feet 

along the exposed r i m  of the mesa t o  200 t o  250 feet at the 

center. Whether the flow is a single massive flow or  a ser ies  

of flows has not been determined. The Backboard Mesa 

basalt contains a moderately well-developed joint system 

with evidence of random cooling fractures and pockets of 

badly fractured basalt. At the four Pre-Schooner si tes the 

massive basalt in which the charges were detonated was over- 

lain by 3 t o  5 feet of overburden and 26 t o  44 feet of vesicular 

and laminar dense basalt. 

2.2 CHARGES AND EMPLACEMENT 

The Pre-Schooner charges consisted of 20 tons of the 

liquid explosive nitromethane. Charges were detonated at 

four depths of burst a s  indicated below: 



Scaled 
Event - D;epTMo; ,I;;t 
Alfa 

Bravo 

Charlie 66.1 

Delta 41.8 - 
2.3 STRONG MOTION INSTRUMENTATION 

2.3.1 Instrument Stations. Strong motion was recorded 

at three stations for each Pre-Schooner event. The station 

locations are  shown in Figure 2.1. Each station was instrurnent- 

ed with the standard strong-motion seismograph used by the 

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey for earthquake monitoring. 

The seismograph was anchored to a concrete pad which in turn 

was bonded to the basalt. A small house provided shelter and 

darkroom facilities for changing and loading the photographic 

paper. Each seismograph consisted of a camera, dynamic 

elements, timing devices, and remote control circuitry. The 

dynamic elements consisted of torsional or compound pendulums. 

Their motion, relative to the earth, was recorded on photo- 

graphic paper through a system of optical levers. Calibration 

of the individual instruments was by tilt and free period tests 

prior to installation and by period and damping test after 



LOCATION PLAN 

Fig. 2.1. Pre-Schooner emplacement holes and strong motion stations. 



installation. Internal timing was imposed on each seismogram 

by a chronometer-controlled pulse. The instruments were 

actuated by a - 3  second pulse transmitted from the Pre-Schooner 

control panel by wire. Each recorder was stopped by opening of an 

an internal switch after about two minutes of operation. 

The horizontal accelerometer used in each seismograph 

was essentially a torsion seismometer with an inertia mass 

suspended eccentrically on a vertical fiber so that it virtually 

acted as a horizontal pendulum the period of which was control- 

led by the torsional reaction in the fiber and a small gravity 

component. The vertiaal seismometer had a horizontal fiber 

element. Damping was provided for both vertical and horizontal 

components by permanent magnets, The seismic information 

was recorded on photographic paper by an optical-mechanical 

system. Instrumental periods of 0.05-0.16 sec were used with 

static magnification of about 120, sensitivities of 6-80 cm/g, 

and damping about 60 pepcent critical. 

Horizontal displacement at each strong motion station 

was measured with a horizontal Carder displacement meter 

which consisted of a compound pendulum that recorded the 

horizontal components of earth motion by means of optical- 

mechanical recording on photographic paper. Vertical 



displacement components of earth motion were recorded by 

dynamic components consistin& of small discs mounted on pivat 

and jewel spindles. The effective pendulum length was governed . , 

by offset weights on the r i m  of the d im with coiled springs 

supplying the bdance and restoring force. The natural periods 

varied from 1.4 t o  4 sec, ckepending upon the magnification 

desired. The magnification ranged from l e s s  than I to  8.8. 

2.3.2 Instrument Settings. Predictions far establishing 

instrument ranges were made using the relationships reported in 

the USC & GS Danny Boy report and the few data points available 

from three  contained nuclear shots- Tamalpais (72 tons), Mars 

(13 tons), Evans (55 tons), and f rom the 256 -1b Mole cratering 

shots in alluvium, Based on these data i t  was concluded that 

accelerometers should be  set for  the ranges indicated by the 

solid lines in Figure 2.2. 

All instrument constants a r e  listed in Table 2.1. 
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Fig. 2.2 Results of earlier shots scaled to  20 tons for setting 
Pre-Schooner accelerometer ranges. Solid lines indicate 
Pre-Schooner settings. 



TABLE 2.1 INSTRUMENT CONSTANTS 

For  each station components in order ay, ar, at, dv, dr, dt. 

soo ~ f ~ h ~ ~ l i ~  0.048 3 120.9 8.85 
0.048 9 lZQ.4 8.80 

f 
10 123.0 7. 28 
10 1. 89 
10 3.44 
10 3.28 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 

3.1 GENERAL 

The peak surface aocelerat'otis md di,splaceme.nts a r e  

given in  Table 3.1.. Gbod records were obtened for  all evknts 

but event Alfa. 0 d . y  one rexiable record from the most di:stant 

s ta t i .0~ w@s pbtaaed fdr e:yent Alfa. The. inst~rumept at: tbe 

interaiediate. st,ation failed to, start. and the t races  from the 

close-in statfan: em&. be clearly i d n n i e d  throughout their 

history. while maximum escurp ins  sIkow up as ,p@ink@ or 

portions of. cuyves 6n the record f rom the cclbSe-in stcitioix, 

these ~ ~ eamidt, ~~ ~. be c@~T%#qeted ~atith certainty fo e s tb l i sh  c~mple te  

traces or to sep,arate tke. c~$npg@efls. V.q%?e:dhple:@s,. eonj ec- 

tured values ogpeak m f a c e  ae&lgrati&n.%rid diqpl.&cgiEerit 

from tb5s ~ e c o r d  are included .dn Table 3.1. 



TABLE 3.1  SUMNlARY O F  PRE-SCHOONER STRONG MOTION 
SEISMIC RESULTS 



3.2 PEAK SURFACE ACCELERATION 

3.2.1 General. Curves defining the best fit t o  the data by the 

method of least  squares were prepared for the four events 

separately and for all events collectively. The peak surface 

acceleration curve shown for each event is the best fit t o  all 

the data for that shot. These curves a r e  presented a s  Figures 

3.1-3.4 for  events Alfa, Bravo, Charlie and Delta respectively. 

Curves prepared for all the events considered together a r e  

shown in  Figures 3.5 and 3.6. These curves a r e  based on 

Least-squares f i ts  to: (a) all the data; (b) maximum accelera- 

tion regardless of component at each station; and, (c) peak 

values of each of the  three  componenks a+ all stations. 

3.2.2 Comparison of Events, Plots of the components of 

peak surface acceleration versus range a r e  given in Figures 

3.1-3.4 fo r  the four Pre-Schooner events. Only one satis- 

factory record was obtained f rom event Alfa; however, 

conjectured peak surface accelerations for the close-in station 

for this event a r e  plotted in  Figure 3.1. 

As  may be seen for everrt Alfa (Figure 3.1), the vertical 

and radial acceleration components were nearly the same at 

a range of 2100 feet. The conjectured acceleration components 

at  900 feet indicated that the transverse component was the 

greatest or l11e three  and the vertical the least. Since the 



Fig. 3.1. Acceleration vs range, Alfa event (depth-of-burst - 59 ft). 

Fig. 3.2. Acceleration vs range,Bravo event (depth-of-burst - 5 1 ft). 



Fig. 3.3. Acceleration vs range, Charlie event (depth-of-burst - 
67 ft). 

Fig. 3.4 . Acceleration vs range, Delta event (depth-of-burst - 4 3  ft). 
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Fig. 3.5. Magnitude and attenuation of separate components. 
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Fig. 3.6. Composite acceleration vs range. 



data i s  quite limited for event Alfa, no curve has been presented 

in Figure 3.1. 

The acceleration data obtained for  event Bravo a r e  plotted 

in Figure 3.2. As shown, the peak acceleration component 

was vertical at the close-in station, t ransverse at the inter- 

mediate station, and radial at the most distant station. Also, 

i t  appears that for Bravo, the vertical component attenuated 

with range at a somewhat higher ra te  than either the transverse 

or  the radial components. The least-squares curve fitting the 

data plotted in Figure 3.2 is: 

a = 11,000R -1.56 

The scatter of the individual data points about this curve is about 

f 40 percent. 

The data obtained for event Charlie exhibited considerably 

more scatter than was observed for Bravo. These data a r e  

plotted in Figure 3.3.  The least-squares fit t o  the data is: 

The scatter is f l O O  percent. Acceleration components for 

Charlie were very erratic. The maximum component was 

vertical at the close-in and intermediate stations and radial 

at the most distant station. 

Both vertical and transverse acceleration components 

attenuated quite regularly with range on event Delta and two 



of the three data points indicated about the same attenuation rate 

for the radial component as  shown in Figure 3.4. With the 

exception of the radial component at the intermediate station, 

the peak component of acceleration for Delta was vertical. Also, 

the minimum component at all three station5 was transverse. 

The least-squares curve fitting all of the data is: 

6 -2.35 a = 4 X l O  R 

Comparison of the equations defining the accelerations for 

events Bravo, Charlie, and Delta shows that there are  signifi- 

cant differences. The data are  not extensive enough to relate 

the surface acceleration behavior to the depth uf burst of the 

shot; however, the data available indicate that as  the depth of 

burst increased, the absolute value of the range exponent 

decreased as shown below: 

Event DOB - Range Exponent 

Bravo 50.2 -1.56 

Charlie 66.1 -1.17 

Delta 41.8 -2.35 

In other words, the data indicate that the shallower the shot, 

the more rapidly acceleration falls off with range. 



3.2.3 Comparison of Components. Qn all events the maximum 

acceleration at the closest station was vertical. Of the +en 

records (Station A, Alfa excluded) the vertical acceleration 

was the maximum on seven, with the other components ranging 

from one-half to e:qg&l to the t.er.Eical on these ye.cm@s.. 

radial acceleration was the m.a&m~gm c:ompanent @n five .r&opds - 
the ~. most, ~ +@%ant station on AWa, Bravo, and Charlie., and two 

Delta. t a t i f i s .  as&. 'at the Last station the ae:celera- 

tion was about 80 pereeat as &reat as, $be. Te,rtiGd;.at the 

intermediabe ~ ~ .~ ~~ s$.at$o~n padial aecel.eration was. about 1,5 times 
~~~~~ 

the Yer t ic la ;  and .at the close-in station the satXlal and veflfcd 

accelera~ons  ww,e equal.. .only two ce.c~r$s, shewed I'notihs~, .. 

cases, a e  ve.r&d a d  traasvers, ac~el.erattion were nearly t5e. 

@.lTie, %?&We 8 .5  SPiows: ce:waey,2iyion curvee b.c~ed, on least 

sguape: fit,s of the data., 

3.2.4 Qmpo,sL==e Ac&eleratim Plnalysi:~ 8igur.e 3.6 p~esent:s  

of the Pi+-S&oOi$er ,ace6l&ratiofi dxfa. The l.ea,st aqp.&r es 

fit to .a the, data .and ta .all the daea except. frog% Statiofi A, 

Alfa, ;are included. The most reeent USC & GS relationships, 

are also shown. 



Definite comparisons between cratering and contained 

detonations based on this figure have at least three limitations. 

First, to make such a comparison requires extrapolation of 

either the Pre-Schooner curves or the USC & GS curves because 

the Pre-Schooner records were obtained at much shorter ranges 

I than those used in developing the USC & GS curves. The second 

~ limitation is related to the first. The rate of attenuation for 

Fre-Schooner data is higher than forthe curves based on 

nuclear explosions. It is known that attenuation rate  becomes 

l e s s  with increasing range from an explosion as  higher frequencies 

a re  filtered out by the transmitting medium. Also, smaller 

explosions a re  characterized by high frequency motions, the 

dominant frequency becoming lower a s  charge size or yield 

increases, Chemical explosions show characteristically higher 

frequencies than nuclear explosions, and high frequency motions 

a re  attenuated at a higher rate than lower frequencies. For 

these reasons, it would be expected that the Pre-Schooner 

attenuation rate would be higher than the USC & GS curves 

would predict. 

Finally, the USC & GS relationships a re  based on records 

obtained at stations which were most often on deep alluvium, 

while the Pre-Schooner stations were on sound outcrops of 

shallow weathered basalt. Records from stations on alluvium 

' - ' ,,) . grequently show accelerations as much as an order of magnitude 

1 '  
- 



greater than records obtained on hard rock at the same distance 

from an explosion. 

In view of these restrictions and the fact that no yieru 

dependence was obtainable, the Pre-Schooner results cannot 

be used to predict the acceleration resulting from a large 

nuclear excavation detonation. However, the data can be used 

quite well for satisfying the primary purpose of the prograrm, 

i. e. , furnishing input for subsequent small-scale row charge 

experiments. Also, the Pre-Schooner results indicate that, 

if  the above limitations a r e  considered, the U6C 81 GS relation- 

ship far contained shots in hard rock a re  suitable for predicting 

the upper limit of the accelerations resulting from hard rock 

nuclear cratering shots. As pointed out earlier the frequencies 

from small chemical explosives at shod ranges result in more 

ranid attenuation than would be expected from a large nuclear 

explonion SO that had nuclear explosives been used on Pre- 

Schooner the slopes of the acceLeration 7s. range curves would 

be closer to that ~f the Nougat curves. Whether the difference 

in magnitude between the Pre-Schooner and Nougat hard rock 

curve is due to the Pre-Schooner detonations being cratering 

shots or the fact that Pre-Schooner measurements were made 

on rock rather than deep alluvium cannot be determined. 



3.3 DISPLACEMENT 

Because peak transient displacement values are  less  mean- 

ingful than similar acceleration values, treatment of the Pre- 

Schooner displacement data is limited to presentation of the 

data, least squares fit t o  the data, and comparison of Pre-Schooner 

peak displacements with the earlier USC & GS results from 

nuclear detonation programs. 

M@rc 3 . 7  proscnts the displacement data. No explanation 

for the difference by a factor of 3 between the USC & GS Nougat 

and the Pre-  Schooner curves can be offered. 

3.4 AIR BLAST INDUCED GROUND MOTION 

Although air blast induced ground motion undoubtedly occurred 

at all stations, this motion cannot be clearly differentiated from 

the direct shock because no gages were included for recording 

air blast magnitude or time-of-ai-rival and these values 

cannot be accurately calculated for the short distances involved. 

Time-of-arrival data from the Buckboard experiments indicate 

that air blast arrived too late to have contributed significantly, 

if  at all, to  the peak acceleration recorded on Pre-Schooner. 

However, examination of the records shows late-time motions 

which are probably caused by passage of the air-blast shock 

front. A factor which temporizes this evaluation is the magnitude 
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Fig. 3.7. Composite displacement vs range. 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

Because of the charge sizes and distances involved, the 

Pre-Schooner strong-motion results cannot be applied directly 

t o  ground motion from large-scale nuclear excavation projects. 

However, this work suggests that for  cratering detonations in 

hard rock, previously developed USC & GS relationships can 

be used for predicting peak surface acceleration. 

For  planning small-scale row-charge experiments, the 

relationships given in Figure 3.6 should be sufficiently accurate 

for gage setting and safety evaluations. 
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